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Odor emissions can be a major concern in collections systems and water

resource recovery facilities. Not only can strong and unpleasant odors cause

significant discomfort to nearby communities, but they can also indicate

underlying issues with the system's performance and efficiency. In this

comprehensive guide, we will explore the causes of odor emissions, their

implications, and most importantly, strategies and control measures to mitigate

these odors effectively.

Understanding Odor Emissions

Odor emissions occur due to the presence of certain compounds, such as

hydrogen sulfide (H2S), in wastewater. These compounds are produced by the

decomposition of organic matter by anaerobic bacteria in the sewer system. While

low levels of odor are relatively common, excessive odor can indicate an overload

of organic matter, improper system operation, or mechanical failures.
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The Impact of Odor Emissions

Strong and persistent odor emissions can have various adverse effects on both

the environment and public health. Apart from the obvious discomfort caused to

nearby communities, chronic exposure to these odors can lead to respiratory

issues, headaches, and nausea. Additionally, the release of odor can contribute to

an overall negative perception of water resource recovery facilities, making it

essential to effectively control and manage these emissions.

Controlling Odor Emissions

There are several measures that can be implemented to control and mitigate odor

emissions in collections systems and water resource recovery facilities:

1. Odor Detection and Monitoring

Regular odor detection and monitoring are crucial to identifying and quantifying

the presence of odor emissions. This process involves using specialized

equipment to measure odor concentrations, such as field olfactometers, gas

chromatographs, and electronic noses. By understanding the extent of the issue,

appropriate control measures can be implemented.

2. System Optimization

Optimizing the system's design and operational parameters is key to minimizing

odor emissions. This involves ensuring proper ventilation, reducing areas of

stagnant flow, and implementing effective flushing and cleaning protocols.

Additionally, regular maintenance and inspection can help identify and address

potential odor sources promptly.

3. Chemical Treatments



Various chemical treatments can be utilized to neutralize or mask odorous

compounds in the system. Examples include the use of oxidizing agents, such as

chlorine and hydrogen peroxide, which can chemically react with odor-causing

compounds and reduce their concentration. However, it is crucial to carefully

select and apply these chemicals to avoid negative impacts on the environment

and system performance.

4. Biological Control

Biological control methods involve the use of specific bacteria to break down

odor-causing compounds into less odorous substances. This approach can be

implemented through biofilters, activated sludge systems, or bioreactors. While

biological control methods can be effective, they require proper monitoring and

maintenance to ensure optimal performance.

5. Physical Barriers

Physical barriers, such as covers and seals, can be used to prevent odors from

escaping the system. For example, covers can be installed on open channels or

tanks to contain the odorous air and direct it towards odor control systems.

However, it is important to ensure proper ventilation and access for maintenance

when utilizing physical barriers.

6. Odor Control Systems

When other control measures are insufficient, advanced odor control systems can

be employed. These systems employ technologies like activated carbon

adsorption, chemical scrubbers, and biofilters to capture and treat odorous

compounds before releasing the air. Depending on the specific needs and

budget, different combinations of technologies can be utilized for optimal odor

control.



Controlling odor emissions is a critical aspect of maintaining the efficiency and

public acceptance of collections systems and water resource recovery facilities.

By understanding the causes of odor emissions, implementing proactive control

measures, and periodically monitoring the system's performance, it is possible to

minimize the impact of odors and ensure a more pleasant environment for all

stakeholders involved.
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wastewater treatment facilities and collections systems. This manual covers all

aspects of odor control in wastewater conveyance and treatment facilities,

including the basics of odor testing and emissions, sensory analysis, local and

state regulations, public outreach, and the technologies used to treat odors. Odor

testing and control have undergone rapid advancements since the publication of

the first edition of the Water Environment Federation's Manual of Practice 25,

Control of Odors and Emissions from Wastewater Treatment Plants. The second

edition brings an expanding body of knowledge and real-world experiences to the

reader, and it embodies the current state of practice in the industry. The entire

manual provides a comprehensive look at all aspects of odor control in the

industry today. A new feature of this manual not included in the 2004 edition is the

chapter entitled &#8220;Collection Systems&#8221;, which addresses ventilation

of sewers, air treatment, and chemical treatment. Odor control in water resource

recovery facilities (WRRFs) and solids handling facilities are also covered

extensively. This manual also presents best available biological, chemical, and

physical technologies for controlling odors; information on analyzing, measuring,

and sampling odors; and tools for assessing odor impacts in surrounding

neighborhoods and communities. In short, this manual teaches the proper

aspects of how to be a good neighbor and share clean air around a treatment

facility, while still providing indispensable wastewater services to the larger

community.
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